Superconducting radio frequency (SRF) cavities were used for storage rings like TRISTAN at KEK, HERA at DESY and LEP II at CERN in 1990 2000. This technology has been accepted as a common accelerator technology. In August 2004, ITPR recommended an electron/positron linear collider based on SRF technology for the future high energy physics. ICFA accepted the recommendation and named it ILC (International Linear Collider). SRF cavities have a very unique feature due to its very small surface resistance. Energy recovery is another very exciting application. Many laboratories are proposing ERL (Energy Recovery LINAC) as a next bright photon source. In these accelerators, production of SRF cavities with reliably high performance is the most important issue. In this paper the activities of ILC high gradient cavities will be introduced. ERL activity will be brie‰y presented. 
Top is the ILC baseline cavity shape(TESLA shape). The bottom is an ILC alternative cavity shape, so called low loss (LL) shape. A6, A7 and A8 were cavities fabricated by a Germany company ACCEL. AES series was product in a U.S company AES. Those cavities are TESLA shape. ICHIRO5 is a KEK's cavity, of which shape is low loss type. ISE＃3 has the same cell shape as the end cell in LL 9 cell cavity. ISE＃4 is the same cell shape as ISE＃3 but has a HOM cylinder and an input coupler port on the beam pipe. ISE＃5 is very similar to ISE＃4 but the HOM cylinder includes HOM pickup antenna inside. 
